End The SILENCE

Abuse Is A Crime
Break the Silence...Tell Someone!

You have a right to be safe at all times. Abuse of any kind is not tolerated in the Texas Juvenile Justice System. This includes physical abuse, sexual abuse and emotional abuse. If you have been abused or are being abused, please tell someone now.
No one should be abused… Abuse is a crime and should be reported. Stop the abuse and start the healing process now… talk to a trusted adult.

Tell Someone…now!

OPTIONS TO REPORT ABUSE

★ Tell a facility staff member, teacher, counselor, medical professional, your parent, probation officer, attorney or other adult that you trust.

★ Use the facility’s grievance system to report any abuse that has happened to you.

★ Call the Texas Juvenile Probation Commission at 1-877-STOP-ANE (1-877-786-7263).